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Viewpoints on risk and technology 
 
 
This document provides consolidated articles written for StrategicRISK. 
 
 
The digital age is well and truly upon us. It pervades business and our personal lives, 
and provides us with many benefits. It also presents us with risks. Over three 
columns, I will explore what this means for risk teams, business executives and 
people who manage risk in their daily operations. 

From the agriculture and banking sectors, to mining, manufacturing and retail, 
businesses are going digital. I believe the digitisation of business provides significant 
new opportunities to improve the management of risk. It allows us to augment the 
skills and techniques we currently use to help people make risk-informed decisions 
at the right time, using insightful data and artificial intelligence (AI). For example, if 
you work in mining or manufacturing, you can use data from operating equipment to 
manage the operational resilience risk of breakages and downtime, which can be 
very expensive. And if you work in financial trading, AI can provide you with 
algorithms to suggest optimal trades to make at specific times. 

Risk management remains a qualitative management practice in many industries, 
supported to varying degrees by quantitative analysis. Generally, the more strategic 
the risk, the more management decision-making tends towards being qualitative, 
using techniques such as scenario planning and good business acumen. This is set 
to change. The need to qualitatively review risk will remain, but what we now see is a 
‘tipping point’ at which the digitisation of business presents an opportunity to 
combine qualitative reviews with a data-driven approach to managing risk. Those 
who are pursuing this path are already seeing tangible benefits. 

An example of the digitisation of business is the increasing adoption of the Internet of 
Things (IoT). The IoT is being introduced to all manner of industries and is having a 
positive impact on business performance. It involves machines, equipment and 
goods being connected to a digital platform that permits real-time data analysis to 
inform actions designed to optimise performance. And isn’t performance optimisation 
and the achievement of objectives what risk management is all about? 

The risk community has a great opportunity to leverage digital platforms to enhance 
risk management, and optimise business outcomes. But what does this mean for the 
day-to-day operations of risk professionals? Here are four activities for risk teams to 
consider undertaking: 

1. Getting involved in the strategic digital initiatives that are underway in the 
business. This means focussing on the details by joining steering committees, taking 
part in design workshops and providing implementation advice; 
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2. Putting together a plan for senior management and the board for ‘digital risk 
management’, which is linked to the business digitisation strategy; 

3. Liaising with data analytics teams to assist them with risk management; 

4. Retooling the team and changing how members spend their time. This involves 
planning how to leverage data for better risk-informed decision-making and devoting 
time to data analytics. In short, working out how to transition to this new world. (I will 
write about this in a future column.) 

Don’t stand on the sidelines and wait for digitisation to arrive; it is happening already. 
Take the opportunity to create a step-change in how your business takes and 
manages risk to achieve peak performance. 

AI and automation 

The new digital age offers countless opportunities for people to manage risk – and 
create value – in new and innovative ways. Artificial intelligence (AI) and process 
automation are integral to this, and their adoption is growing as tangible benefits are 
being achieved. 

Across many industries and sectors, robots and computers are performing a range of 
work more accurately, faster and at lower cost than people can (or used to) do. 
Operational risk is changing as a result. While automation is achieving a reduction in 
errors and improvements in productivity and safety, people retain a crucial role as 
decision makers. Decision-making with data and algorithms from AI and process 
automation is a new frontier for the risk profession. It can lead a step change in how 
we use risk management to create value. 

What does this mean for the risk management profession? I believe that in coming 
years, we will see a rising demand for ‘risk intelligence and data analytics’ skills in 
advertised risk jobs. If you can demonstrate real-world use of AI and technology to 
create value by managing risk, you will gain a competitive advantage in the job 
market. 

Risk practitioners should be helping teams, from executives to the frontline 
workforce, to use data from AI and process automation to spot previously unseen 
risks. They can then use established techniques such as risk appetite principles and 
scenario analysis to aid decision-making. 

Consider the following examples from the retail and automotive industries of how risk 
practitioners can help create value by being embedded in business decision-making. 

Retail is using AI and automation in various ways, in store and online (kiosks, 
customer buying behaviour, and so on.). Risk practitioners should liaise with analysts 
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in retail operations teams to understand customers’ buying behaviour, supplies 
inventories, logistics and sales. Working together, they can develop leading edge 
‘what if’ scenarios to determine new insights and achieve new levels of ability to take 
and manage risk, with new and innovative controls developed to achieve competitive 
advantage. 

The automotive industry offers a high-profile example of using AI for self-driving road 
vehicles. Risk practitioners can be integral to an automotive manufacturer’s strategy. 
Their input can range from strategy risk profiling to manage the risk of introducing AI 
to its product range, to helping to design appropriate controls to manage data privacy 
and cyber risk. They can work with engineers to review ‘what if’ scenarios and risks 
to ensure the programming of AI is appropriate. 

Risk practitioners can also help servicing and roadside assistance departments to 
use risk appetite thresholds for vehicle parts performance, to be alerted to potential 
faults and problems. At a broader transportation level, risk professionals can help the 
bodies that own and operate transport infrastructure to use data to reduce the risk of 
traffic congestion and to improve safety. 

Above, I stated that risk management remained a mostly qualitative management 
practice in many industries. This is changing. While qualitative risk reviews are still 
important, we need to get smarter at helping organisations to use data to manage 
risk. 

Managing the Cyber risk 

The adoption of digital platforms, automation and artificial intelligence (AI) is reaping 
significant benefits for many organisations around the world. As risk practitioners, we 
must work with our businesses to help them to both maximise these benefits and 
manage the inherent cyber risk. 

Disruptions from cyber attacks hurt businesses large and small on a regular basis. 
Several large companies, for example, have been subject to malware attacks this 
year that have caused multi-million dollar losses. Cases of large-scale, high-profile 
data breaches continue to be reported. Indeed, regulators in different jurisdictions 
are preparing measures to penalise businesses that do not take appropriate action to 
mitigate the risk of cyber attacks. 

The cyber attack threat continues to grow as businesses increasingly go digital – as 
seen in the results of a recent StrategicRISK survey of key risks, which names cyber 
risk as a top threat. As we digitise our businesses, and enjoy the benefits of doing 
so, the need to ensure our digital networks are secure grows ever more critical. 

Back in 2013, the data hack of the retailer Target was shown in subsequent ‘kill 
chain analysis’ investigation to have started from a breach of an air-conditioning 
system. That was before the Internet of Things became widespread. These kinds of 
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‘back door’ hacks continue to take place. Companies need to ensure their digitisation 
strategy protects against cyber criminals, to prevent them accessing their networks 
to steal data, intellectual property, money or something else. 

As The Economist has outlined, two principles can guide the way that we protect 
ourselves against cyber threats. The first is to manage cyber security in layers. As 
risk managers, we can help our businesses to understand what these layers need to 
be and what controls we require. We can use techniques such as bow-tie analysis to 
think through preventive, detective and mitigating controls to guard against cyber risk 
and to agree actions, controls and performance standards to be put in place. 

Various technical solutions exist for preventive and detective digital network controls; 
smart monitoring of them is crucial. Another important element of prevention is 
education. A lot of cyber crime continues to involve people being tricked into 
providing information. Ensuring that your people are vigilant against this threat is 
important. 

When it comes to risk mitigation, segregation of networks across the business can 
reduce the impact of cyber hacks that manage to penetrate digital defences. Good 
crisis simulations and exercises can also help businesses to work through how they 
would respond to a serious network breach. 

The second principle is to carefully consider your management of data, including 
how much of it is stored, where it is stored, and for how long. Information is an asset, 
and digital technologies such as AI encourage us to retain more data than ever 
before. While there are undoubtedly significant benefits to doing so, we must protect 
our digital infrastructure and data against cyber criminals. Risk managers can help 
by assisting businesses to look at data management in the context of different 
consequences that a serious data theft can cause. These include financial cost, legal 
fines, reputational impact, potential human resources issues and business 
disruption. 

The use of good risk management practices can help us to nurture the optimisation 
of business performance while safeguarding against the threats of the digital age. 
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